Neural mechanisms of soleus H-reflex depression accompanying voluntary arm movement in standing humans.
This study have investigated the changes in soleus (Sol) H-reflexes by arm movement during freely standing (FS) and back-supported standing (BS) in healthy subjects. Before the arm movement, there is an anticipatory phase, which includes increased electromyographic (EMG) activity in the biceps femoris (BF) and decreased EMG activity of the Sol muscle. The Sol H-reflex appeared to be inhibited during the anticipatory phase as well as during the time of arm movement. However, the inhibition appeared to be larger in FS than in BS conditions. Vibration applied to the tendon of the BF muscle depressed the Sol H-reflex. This inhibition was attributed to presynaptic inhibition and was reduced during the anticipatory phase, and was not very much changed during arm movements. It is suggested that the depression of the Sol H-reflex induced by voluntary arm movement has two inhibitory components of different origins. Descending motor commands generate the early inhibitory component, while the late component is produced by the presynaptic inhibition that results from peripheral inputs. The inhibition related to anticipatory postural adjustment (APA) indicates that a new-setting of the spinal mechanisms is required and responsible in order to stabilize body equilibrium which is dependent upon different postural conditions.